Bringing More Joy
To Your Life So Others
Can Watch You & Learn!
Women have become adept at ignoring the cries of their own hearts,
believing that performing and working oneself into the ground,
trying to get it right and do it right, is the road to love, success and
fulﬁllment. But this attitude only creates pain and suﬀering not only
for women, but also for the people they care about and love.

ERRI BRITT
Former Miss USA | Energetic Healer
Speaker | Author | Spiritual Coach
Just prior to winning Miss USA 1982, Terri Britt put
her ﬁst in her boyfriend’s window. She carried her
emotional angst into the television industry and then
as a wife and mom. Terri made a decision to heal and
discovered where her pain stemmed from: she had
been performing her whole life to win love and approval. Terri said “No more!” to performing and “Yes!” to
loving herself ﬁrst, and then miracle after miracle
showed up. Her relationships healed, her friends and
family began loving themselves, too, and Terri discovered her deepest passion. For nearly 20 years as a
spiritual coach, energetic healer, author and speaker,
she has been helping women shift their vibrations and
raise their Worthiness Quotients to inner and outer
abundance. In her newest e-book, Women Leaders of
Love: How to End the #1 Massive Mistake Women Make
& Unleash Your Greatest Act of Service, Terri explains the
importance of women loving themselves ﬁrst and says,
“We women have the power to create immense change
in our lives, homes, workplaces and the world. We claim
that power when we stop performing and become
Women Leaders of Love.”
WINNER
Best Spiritual Book of the Year
New York & San Francisco Book Festivals

Terri Britt understands the heart of women and how to clean out the
emotional chaos that keeps them on the hamster wheel of stress and
struggle. As a master storyteller, sharing her own experiences, Terri
takes you on a roller coaster ride of laughter, joy and tears. You will
ﬁnd yourself dancing in the aisles one moment and in deep meditation the next as Terri guides you to STOP the performance and step
into your greatest calling as a Woman Leader of Love, creating a life of
peace, passion, balance and fulﬁllment.
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Women Leaders of Love ~ How any woman can
shift from an emotional mess to a leader of love and
success, and step into her deepest calling.
The Worthiness Quotient ~ Why you don’t “receive”
the things you want and how to stop it.
STOP the Performance! ~ Take back your power and
create a life of peace, balance & fulﬁllment.
The Enlightened Mom ~ Why mom saying “no
more” to performing for her family creates a happier
life and home for everyone!
Moms, Money & Miracles ~ 3 keys to energetically
shift your family from survive mode to thrive mode.
Cleanin’ the Crap Out of Your Relationships ~ How
to embrace the gift of troubled relationships as messengers to create more inner and outer abundance.
Cleanin’ the Crap Out of the Workplace ~ How to
end emotional chaos in the workplace and create a
more creative, loving and productive environment.

“Terri was fantastic at our annual ladies luncheon and very inspirational.
Her story of learning to truly love yourself to bring more peace into your
life was extremely well received. Terri is a wonderful speaker and engages
the audience in a storyteller way that keeps you listening to the very end.
If you are looking for an uplifting speaker who is aligned with her
message, then look no further.”
~ Tracy W. Palmer, Atlanta Electrical Contractors Association

Contact Terri
speaking@terribritt.com | www.terribritt.com
706-865-9564 or 850-499-3519 (EST)
Nationwide availability by arrangement | Based near Atlanta, GA

